Races D6 / Bivall
Name: Bivall
Designation: Sentient
Classification: Humanoid
Skin color: Green, red, white
Eye color: Gold, green
Distinctions: Crested heads, Eye stalks Skinny bodies
Homeworld: Protobranch
Language: Galactic Basic Standard
Attribute Dice: 12D
Dex: 2D/3D
Know: 2D/4D+2
Mech: 2D/4D
Perc: 2D/4D+2
Str: 2D/3D
Tech: 2D/4D+2
Special Abilities:
Water Breathers: Bivall are a semi-aquatic species, which can breath water as easily as air.
Move: 10/12
Description: The Bivall were a semi-aquatic sentient species of tall bipeds with lanky bodies, large eyes
mounted on stalks, crested heads, and long fingers that were native to Protobranch. Sionver Boll and
Okalin were members of this species.
Biology and appearance
The Bivall were a sentient species of tall instantly recognizable bipeds with lanky bodies, large eyes
mounted on stalks, crested heads, and long fingers that were native to Protobranch, a planet located in
the Core Worlds. Their scaly skin ranged in color from white and red to green. The species' lives revolved
around water, but they did not need it to thrive and could settle far from it.
Society and culture
The Bivall were renowned for their high intelligence, leading to them being spread across the galaxy in
various scientific positions. The Bivall homeworld of Protobranch was an agriworld and a major producer
of bacta.
History
By the time of the High Republic Era the Bivall had integrated with the rest of the Galaxy. During the late
Republic Era, a solar storm occured on Protobranch, causing the floating cities of the planet to fall to the

surface.
Bivall in the Galaxy
Because of their high intelligence, Bivall could be found in various positions such as physicians, political
advisors, researchers, and scientists.
During the High Republic Era, Scover Byne, a Bivall female was the owner of the Byne Guild, which was
later dissolved when Byne was arrested. Quin was a Bivall slicer who was a member of the Nihil.
Sionver Boll was a Bivall scientist who worked for the Galactic Republic during the Clone Wars. She was
later tasked by Chancellor Palpatine to study the Zillo Beast on Coruscant.
Okalin was a male Bivall who served the reigning king of Onderon as an advisor during the Clone Wars.
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